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A striking collection of tables 
that master the art of disguise

Based on the principles of  streamlining and 
flexibility, Normann Copenhagen has designed a 
versatile collection of  tables, which fit in anywhere 
due to their great adaptability, from the smallest 
breakfast nook to the grandest of  dining settings. 
Along with the familiar Form Café Table, Allez, 
Scala and Lunar’s striking designs easily stand out, 
yet at the same time subtly blend into the existing 
surroundings.

The collection is based on an ingenious concept 
around a simple design featuring steel or aluminum 
frames that can be combined with a wide selection 
of  circular or square tabletops. The elegantly floating 
tabletops, ranging from 60 to 150 cm in diameter, 
and the variable-height frames allow the versatile 
tables to adeptly serve as sideboards, coffee tables 
or meeting places in restaurants, office spaces as 
well as dining areas in the home. The collection’s 
main materials such as steel, wood, and natural 
stone patinates gracefully over time and radiates 
quality and durability for use in both indoor and 
outdoor settings. With a simple table frame as a 
base, the many tabletop options allow for creating 
bold combinations based on either matching or 
contrasting structures and finishes. 
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The variants span from the luxurious and sensual 
warmth of  traditional oak to the stark reflections of  
raw steel plating, creating a cooler expression with 
a touch of  modern industrial elegance. A refined 
selection of  Italian marble slabs in muted tones 
of  black, white, coffee and sand lend a sense of  
exclusivity to any decor. Marble is a natural material 
interspersed with a rich variety of  veins and swirls 
that highlight the inherent beauty of  the stone and 
whose subtle nuances is a beautiful sight to behold. 
Whereas the oak veneer tabletops are designed for 
indoor use, the tables with stainless steel and marble 
tops can also be enjoyed year-round in outdoor 
settings.

With the launch of  this table concept, Normann 
Copenhagen once again demonstrates the breadth 
of  its furniture collection, satisfying multifarious 
needs in private homes as well as public spaces. 
This emphasizes the design company’s ambition 
of  creating sustainably produced and long-lasting 
designs that stay relevant for generations to come.
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Scala table
The column is an architectural feature that for years 
has served as a source of  inspiration for artists and 
designers. As a tribute to the column’s architectural 
significance, designer Simon Legald has chosen 
to emphasize the column’s form in his otherwise 
straightforward Scala design. This has the added 
benefit of  providing the table with a high degree of  
stability. Scala’s characteristic frame is composed of  
four columns that change in expression depending 
on the vantage point. The sturdy base is fashioned 
from solid steel while the round tabletop is available 
in either oak veneer, marble or stainless steel. Scala 
comes in coffee, café and dining table sizes, and the 
material’s structure is particularly enhanced, when 
the table is scaled up to 130 and 150 cm diameter 
sizes. With its inclusive circular shape, Scala gives 
equal status to everyone, whether the table is the 
focal point of  the home dinner party, restaurant 
outing or conference meeting. 
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Scala café table H75 60x60 cm
H: 75 x L: 60 x D: 60 cm

Scala café table H75 70x70 cm
H: 75 x L: 70 x D: 70 cm

Scala café table H75 Ø60 cm
H: 75 x Ø60 cm

Scala café table H75 Ø70 cm
H: 75 x Ø70 cm

Scala table H75 Ø150 cm
H: 75 x Ø150 cm

Scala coffee table H40 Ø150 cm
H: 40 x Ø150 cm

Scala table H75 Ø110 cm
H: 75 x Ø110 cm

Scala coffee table H40 Ø110 cm
H: 40 x Ø110 cm

Scala table H75 Ø130 cm
H: 75 x Ø130 cm

Scala coffee table H40 Ø130 cm
H: 40 x Ø130 cm

Color: Oak, Black oak, White marble, Black marble, Coffee marble, Sand marble and Steel
Material: Base in casted aluminum center in polished aluminum or powder coated black aluminum

Tabletop in polished marble, oak veneer or black painted oak veneer
Dimension: H: 75 x Ø60 cm, H: 75 x L: 70 x D: 70 cm, H: 75 x L: 60 x D: 60 cm, H: 75 x L: 70 x D: 70 cm, 
H: 75 x Ø110 cm, H: 75 x Ø130 cm, H: 75 x Ø150 cm, H: 40 x Ø110 cm, H: 40 x Ø130 cm, H: 40 x Ø150 cm

Price: Click here to see the pricelist in all currencies

https://bit.ly/396pjhj
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pr@normann-copenhagen.com

Normann Copenhagen was established 
in 1999 with the mission to challenge 

conventional thinking and make the ordinary 
extraordinary through great design. 
The Normann Copenhagen brand 

encompasses a wide and continuously 
growing range of  furniture, lighting, 

textiles and home accessories targeting both 
professionals and private consumers.


